ASH Criteria for funding

ASH can provide financial support for the following activities:

1. Activities related to thematic areas
A maximum of € 2,500 a year can be applied for per thematic area. Applications can be submitted continuously and are assessed by the ASH research director.

Condition for support: the proposed activity/output encourages new research within the thematic area.

2. General activities
Funding for general activities related to ASH research can be applied for. Applications can be submitted continuously and are assessed by the ASH research director. The amount of funding depends on impact and uniqueness of the proposed activity.

The following guidelines apply:
- Local - max. € 250
- National - max. € 500
- International - max. € 1000
- Special events - € at the discretion of the research director (and advisory board)

Conditions for support:
- The event is relevant and open to ASH researchers;
- The event leads to concrete results (e.g. conference, valorization, new collaborative partnerships);
- The event preferably takes place in Amsterdam.

Under these conditions, costs that are eligible for funding are, e.g.:
- Travel and subsistence expenses for visiting researchers/keynote speakers from abroad.
- Support for series of meetings, which is reapplied for every year and assessed according to the conditions for support.

Under these conditions, costs that are not eligible for funding are, e.g.:
- Entertainment fees for meetings that do not satisfy the conditions for support (e.g. departmental dinners). Requests for aid can be submitted to the ‘leerstoelgroepenfonds’
- Costs for guidance in writing grant proposals. Go to the Faculty of Humanities grant team for help.
- Publication costs. Your individual research fund can cover these costs.

Please submit your request for support using the application form (see ASH website). Applications can be submitted continuously and are assessed by the ASH research director (and the advisory board).

For more information, please contact Simon Speksnijder (ash-fgw@uva.nl, 020-5256234).